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Recently, we demonstrated a novel laser structure, called the tunneling injection laser, where the 
electrons are injected into the active lasing quantum well region via tunneling. High performance 
results for this device have now been demonstrated. A T, of 160 K was found from 
temperature-dependent measurements (25-70 “C). High differential gain (5.5XlO-16 cm’) and 
modulation bandwidth (12.5 GHz) have been attained relative to other single quantum well lasers. 

The problem of carrier injection into the well region of a 
quantum well laser, including the transport across the sepa- 
rate confinement heterostructure (SCH) region and the car- 
rier relaxation from the three-dimensional to two- 
dimensional region, has been the subject of much recent 
interest.*” Several techniques have been used to overcome 
some of the limitations imposed by an SCH-type laser, how- 
ever the fundamental limitations still remain. In an SCH la- 
ser, the electron-hole (e-h) stimulated emission time at high 
injection approaches the relaxation time from the barriers 
into the quantum wells. As a result, the carrier distribution in 
the quantum well becomes “hot” and is not described by a 
quasi-Fermi distribution. This can create serious limitations 
for the laser performance by introducing gain-compression 
enhanced Auger rates and other hot-carrier related effects. 

Recently, we demonstrated a novel quantum well laser 
structure,3 called the tunneling injection Zaser (TIL), in order 
to overcome the carrier relaxation-induced limitations of 
SCH lasers. The electrons are injected into the active lasing 
region via tunneling. One expects tremendous advantages 
from such a structure. The carrier distribution in the lasing 
well of the TIL is governed by the thermalization time of 
carriers injected by tunneling (-1 ps4), rather than by the 
“phonon bottleneck” of carriers injected over the barriers. 
This will lead to a carrier distribution in the active well that 
is described by a quasi-Fermi distribution even at high injec- 
tion levels. This will improve the gain at a selected energy 
and dramatically reduce hot carrier effects like Auger recom- 
bination. High performance results for this device have been 
realized in the latest structures, revealing some of its ultimate 
potential. The temperature-dependent characteristics have 
been investigated, as well as the small signal modulation 
performance. 

Since the theoretical optimization was being conducted 
concurrently with the device fabrication, it was impossible to 
know a priori what the optimal tunneling structure would be. 
Structures were grown with different GaAs injection layer 
thicknesses (700-1200 A), different indium compositions in 
the active well (InO.l,-,Gar,gaAs and I~~eG~.s&s), and differ- 
ent widths of the resonant tunneling well (40 and 45 A). For 
the structures that we have fabricated, the best results were 
obtained from the sample in Fig. l(a), grown by molecular 
beam epitaxy. It should be noted that this may not be the 
optimal structure, but rather the device with the best results 

so far. The AlAs barriers ensure that the electron injection 
will be by tunneling, since the AlAs provides a barrier of 
more than 400 meV to thermionic emission in the conduction 
band. The width of the AlGaAs inner cladding was chosen to 
maximize the optical overlap with the lasing well. The en- 
ergy band diagram and the calculated optical mode profile of 
the device are shown in Fig. l(b). 

Single mode ridge lasers were made by standard photo- 
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FIG. 1. (a) G&s-based tunneling injection laser with a i~~,~Ga~.&s lasing 
well grown by molecular beam epitaxy; and (b) the energy band diagram 
and the calculated optical mode profile of the device. 
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FIG. 2. A typical L-I and differential efficiency plot for a single mode 
tunneling injection laser with L =200 ,UII at T=300 K. 

lithography and wet and dry etching. Many devices of dif- 
ferent lengths were tested in order to form a good overall 
picture of the device operation. L-I plots for 20 of the de- 
vices with Ir~,-,.~Ga,,s,,As active regions were taken as a func- 
tion of temperature (25, 40, 55, and 70 “C). All measure- 
ments are pulse biased, with 0.4 ,U pulses and a 1:500 duty 
cycle. A typical L-I characteristic is shown in Fig. 2, with 
the associated differential efficiency. The rapid roll off of the 
differential efficiency is attributed to heating, since the de- 
vice is treated p-side up and is not indium mounted to the 
heat sink. This device shows an initial slope efficiency, dP/ 
dI, of 0.31 mW/mA. A plot of 11~~ versus cavity length for 
15 devices yields an internal quantum efficiency vi=O.56 
and a guide loss of at=13 cm-r at room temperature. These 
are still not optimal, showing further development needs to 
be done. The lowest room temperature I,--3 mA for the best 
200 pm device. Fitting the threshold current variation with 
temperature to the phenomenological expression, It,, 
=I eTITo, the value of To can be extracted from 25 to 70 “C. 
Theo best To for the tunneling injection laser is significantly 
better than the best T, for the SCH multiquantum welt 
(MQW) lasers made from our molecular beam epitaxy 
(MBE)-grown material,5 as seen in Fig. 3. This shows the 
potential that this structure has for producing high perfor- 
mance devices. 

The measured threshold current density versus cavity 
length is used to determine the transparency current density 
and the gain coefficient using the logarithmic gain 
approximation6 By performing a linear fit of a plot of 
q+(1/2L jln(l/R1R2 ) vs In(viJ,h), the transparency current 
density and the gain coefficient can be extracted. The trans- 
parency current density does not increase much with 
temperature-J,=263 A/cm2 at 25 “C and 309 Alcma at 
70 “C-this indicates that the basic design is good. The 
transparency current density is a function of the materials 
chosen (bandstructure, optical confinement factor, etc.), and, 
as such, is a good figure of merit when comparing device 
designs. For our structure the transparency current is too 
high, and future designs will have to address this. For the 
same layer structure shown in Fig. l(a) except with a 
IneIOGa,,,aAs active region, the transparency current was 
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FIG. 3. A plot of T, vs indium composition, showing the superior perfor- 
mance of the tunneling injection laser against standard SCH-MQW lasers. 

measured to be 80 A/cmz.3 The lower J, for the devices with 
less indium in the active region is contrary to what typically 
occurs for standard SCH-MQW devices. In the tunneling in- 
jection laser, the increased J, for increased indium in the 
active region may be due to the increased potential energy 
that must be lost by the nomesonantly injected electrons be- 
fore reaching the lasing energy level. This may require 
changes in the well width and indium composition of future 
designs. 

Once the transparency current density and the cavity 
losses are known, one can extract the differential gain, g’, 
using7 

qd J,=J,+ ~- 
ViTerg’ 

where Jth is the threshold current density, J,, is the transpar- 
ency current density, d is the active layer thickness, ai is the 
cavity loss, L is the cavity length, R is the facet reflectivity, 
and 7, is the carrier lifetime at threshold. The variation of the 
differential gain with temperature is shown in Fig. 4. The 
values of differential gain shown here are very good when 
compared to any semiconductor laser, and represent the high- 
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FIG. 4. The differential gain variation with temperature, showing record 
high differential gain values for a single quantum well laser. 
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FIG. 5. The best modulation performance of the tunneling injection laser, 
showing the highest 3 dB modulation bandwidth for a single quantum well 
device.. 

est differential gain for any single quantum laser device.’ 
The theoretically predicted value for differential gain 
(-2X1O-‘4 cm2)9 is still about 33X larger than the experi- 
mentally demonstrated values (6X10-I6 cm2), showing that 
considerable experimental work still needs to be done. In 
comparison to other work, the best differential gain reported 
for a single quantum well laser is 3.OX1O-16 cm’ and for a 
MQW laser is 5.OX1O-‘5 cm’;’ furthermore, these devices 
had 35% indium in the active region, while the tunneling 
injection lasers tested here has only 20%. Such a large dif- 
ferential gain should lead to a reduced linewidth enhance- 
ment factor and chirp,r’ which we are presently investigat- 
ing. 

The high differential gain for these tunneling injection 
devices is paralleled in the tremendous modulation response 
of this laser. This is expected since the resonance frequency 
is proportional to the square root of the differential gain. The 
best 3 dB modulation data for a 200-pm-long device is 
shown in Fig. 5, showing a 12.5 GHz modulation response at 
a low drive current of 60 mA. This is the highest 3 dB 
modulation bandwidth for a single quantum well device.“-I4 

Unfortunately, further increases in the drive current did not 
lead to increases in the modulation response, as one would 
expect. This is attributed to changing power distribution in 
the modes, and current leakage in the ridge waveguide de- 
vices. Nevertheless, the modulation performance is excellent, 
and further record results can be expected from further de- 
vice-optimization. 

In conclusion, we have described high performance re- 
sults for the tunneling injection laser. A T, of 160 K was 
found, higher than our standard SCH-MQW laser structures. 
These single quantum well lasers show a record-high differ- 
ential gain (5.5 X lo-l6 cm2) and modulation bandwidth (12.5 
GHz), and show tremendous potential for further improve- 
ment. 
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